
technical
[ʹteknık(ə)l] a

1. технический; промышленный
technical education - техническое образование
technical specifications - технические условия
technical literacy - техническая грамотность
for some technical reason - по какой-то технической причине
improvement of technical facilities - совершенствование бытовой техники

2. специальный
technical terms - специальные термины
technical study [discussion] - специальное исследование [обсуждение]
in a technical sense - в специальном смысле

3. формальный; формально-юридический
technical difference - формальноеразличие
technical difficulty - техническая /формальная, процедурная/ трудность

4. искусный; техничный
great technical skill - великолепная техника

5. в грам. знач. сущ. pl специальные термины

Apresyan (En-Ru)

technical
tech·nical AW [technical technicals] BrE [ˈteknɪkl] NAmE [ˈteknɪkl]
adjective
1. usually before noun connected with the practical use of machinery, methods, etc. in science and industry

• We offer free technical support for those buying our software.
• a technical education
• technical drawing (= especially taught as a school subject)
2. usually before noun connected with the skills needed for a particular job, sport, art, etc

• Skaters score extra points for technical complexity .
3. connected with a particular subject and therefore difficult to understand if you do not know about that subject

• The article is full of technical terms .
• The guide is too technical for a non-specialist.
4. only before noun connected with the details of a law or set of rules

• Their lawyers spent days arguing over technical details.

Example Bank:
• A lot of the discussions were highly technical.
• The conversation was getting a bit technical for me, so I left them to it.
• The conversation was getting a little technical for me.
• This is a purely technical problem.
• Without getting too technical, this is basically how it works.
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technical
tech ni cal S2 W2 AC /ˈteknɪkəl/ BrE AmE adjective

[Word Family: noun: technicalities, ↑technicality , ↑technician, ↑technique; adverb: ↑technically; adjective: ↑technical]

[Date: 1600-1700; Language: Greek; Origin: technikos 'of art, skillful' , from techne 'art, skill' ]
1. MACHINES connected with knowledge of how machines work:

Our staff will be available to give you technical support.
I haveno technical knowledge at all.
technical training

2. technical problem /hitch a problem involvingthe way a machine or system works:
We’ve been havingsome technical problems with the new hardware.

3. LANGUAGE technical language is language that is difficult for most people to understand because it is connected with one
particular subject or used in one particular job:

I didn’t understand all the technical terms.
4. DETAILS/RULES relating to small exact details or rules that say how a system should work:

He called for the legislation to be delayed on a technical point.
This is a technical violation of the treaty.

5. SKILLS technical ability is the ability to do the difficult things that you have to do in order to play music, do a sport etc:
a young player with a lot of technical ability
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